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RPSBS BOARD MEETING 
 
Wednesday 30th September 2020 
Venue:  Zoom Online Platform 
 

MINUTES  
 

Meeting commenced at 9.02am 
 
ATTENDEES: Michael Smith, Robert Cockram, Jess Campbell, Sandra James, Andrew Hunt, Kathryn 
Thomas, Debra Watson and Teresa Edwards. 
 
The Chairman, Michael Smith, opened the meeting at 9.02am.  Announced apologies from Helen Dohan and 
Tania Hay.  Declared alternate director appointments for Tania Hay as Jess Campbell and in Jess 
Campbells absence, Robert Cockram appointment for Tania Hay.  Michael advised that a short afternoon 
session would be required without Teresa Edwards in order to discuss the AHSA contract. 
 
APOLOGIES: Helen Dohan and Tania Hay 
 
APPOINTMENT OF ALTERNATE DIRECTORS: Jess Campbell for Tania Hay.  Robert Cockram for Tania 
Hay (in Jess Campbells absence). 
 
CALL FOR ANY CONFLICT OF INTEREST: Teresa in regard to AHSA Contract.   
 
DECLARATION BY DIRECTORS RE ITEMS ON THE AGENDA: Nil required 
 
MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING HELD 27th and 28th June 2020 
 
CALL FOR CORRECTIONS TO THOSE MINUTES: Nil 
 

Motion: ‘That the Minutes of the Meeting of the Board of Directors held 27th and 28th June 
2020 are to be approved with the amendments as noted.’ 
Moved: XXXX, Seconded: XXXX, All in favour. 
Motion Carried 
 

BUSINESS ARISING FROM THOSE MINUTES: 

• State Emails – to be moved to January as there is quite a lot happening. 

• Mike reviewed and asked Robert Cockram to confirm Strategic Planning comment from previous 
meeting.  Statement was clarified. 

• Stallion Tender – to be discussed later in the meeting during Publicity. 

• Online Youngstock Show – Editing Committee met with Despina to discuss.  Due to lack of support 
for foal show and the fact that some shows were starting up in other areas, it was decided to not 
proceed with the online youngstock show.  Mike asked Robert and Andrew to comment.  Andrew 
agrees, SA starting to get shows. 

• Policies – to be discussed with Kathryn’s presentation later in the meeting. 

• Grand National – Sandra was investigating potential.  Robert and Mike were to write to Grand 
National Committee.  Letter not sent until they knew where they stood with Show Horse Council. 

• The Strategic Planning Sub-Committee – Election for that sub-committee was omitted at last 
meeting.  A vacancy is required to be filled.  Mike Smith asked Debra Watson if she would like to fill 
that position.  Finances are the most crucial matters at this time and appropriately, these are matters 
discussed by the Strategic Planning Sub-Committee.  Robert Cockram agreed.  Debra Watson 
advised that she would be happy to be a member of that Sub-Committee.  The Strategic Planning 
Sub-Committee now consists of: Mike Smith, Andrew Hunt and Debra Watson. 
 

MOTIONS APPROVED BETWEEN MEETINGS: 
 
17th August 2020 
 
Motion: That NSW do an initial random selection of judges for the 2020 show from the NSW National Panel 
judges and that, if unable to obtain enough judges from that list, do a random selection from NSW State 
Panel judges.  
Moved: XXXX; Seconded XXXX - Motion Carried 
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24th August 2020 
 
Motion: That the results of The RPSBS Ltd. NSW General Meeting of Members on the 15th August,2020 and 
the subsequent Election of Office Bearers Meeting be declared null and void due to irregularities in the 
conduct of these meetings. 
Moved: XXXX, Seconded: XXXX - Motion Carried 
 
Motion: That, as The RPSBS Ltd. NSW Committee has only 3 elected members, the Board of Directors calls 
for nominations for election to the NSW Committee.  Nominations to open on 28th August 2020 and close at 
4.00pm Est on 11th September 2020 
Moved: XXXX, Seconded: XXXX - Motion Carried 
 
Motion: That the condition for nominating or for sponsoring a nomination for election to a state committee be 
changed from being a voting member for 3 months to being a voting member for 12 months. 
Moved: XXXX, Seconded:  XXXX - Motion Carried 
 
Motion: That a penalty of up to $1,000 be applied if a registration application is submitted with false or 
misleading information. 
Moved: XXXX, Seconded: XXXX - Motion Carried 
 

• It was noted that the motion regarding NSW random selection of judges has changed since that time 
and that they are now looking at bringing in South Australia Judges and local Judges for their third 
ring.  Sandra James confirmed. 

• Other motions were reviewed. 
 

Motion: “That Motions approved since the June 2020 Board Meeting be ratified” 
Moved: XXXX, Seconded: XXXX, All in favour. 
Motion Carried 

 

• Further to the meeting of the 24th August 2020, it was discussed that a facilitator from The Board, be 
present at all State Committee Meetings.  Kathryn to draft motion to ensure that communications 
between the board and committees that a facilitator as agreed and appointed by the board will attend 
each state committee meeting for the purpose of assisting the meetings to run. 

• XXXX asked how that would affect the RPSBS Ltd budget in regard to costs of a Board Member 
attending.  Mike Smith confirmed that there would be no face-to-face or need to fly in as the Board 
Member would attend online. 

 
 

TREASURERS REPORT: 

• Debra Watson presented the Treasurers Report. 

• Started by saying it is all a little bit sad but not actually as bad as it could be.  There is a small loss at 
the moment as per the report.  Debra Watson is absolutely sure that we are not the only organisation 
or business that is struggling at the moment. 

• The cash flow is okay.  Need to be concerned about expenses and increase income if possible.  

• Teresa was able to obtain refunds for deposits made to The Holiday Inn. 

• The term deposit has been rolled over again with Wetspac.  Interest rates are abysmal but at least 
there will be some money coming in for that. 

• Realistically we may not get a lot of income within the next six months unless shows start. 
Have carried out quite a lot of work on the outstanding accounts with the help of XXXX at the office.  
Reviewed the processes in regard to outstanding accounts.  We also identified some that were 
incorrect and all outstanding invoices have now been rectified. 
The moratorium on registration fees: 

o Great that members are using it 
o Omitted to say that payments are required 
o Most have not set up payment plans 
o Debra advised that a moratorium, by definition, means that payments must be made or 

planned.  

• The Moratorium was discussed at length by all.  Debra Watson suggested that moratorium bulk 
bundles be held and handled by The Editing Committee. 

• A question was raised as to why multiple invoices are made instead of multiple items on one 
invoice?  XXXX advised Debra that this was done as generally the member will pay one horse at a 
time and it was essential to keep a proper record of what pony was paid for when funds were 
remitted. 
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• Mike Smith asked about Member Credits.  These were explained by Debra Watson and then 
discussed by all attendees.  Debra asked if members were made aware when they have a credit.  
Teresa confirmed that when a member has a credit, XXXX highlighted that on the members receipt. 

• Debra Watson as if the Directors could review the report and identify if credits could be used and 
what processes they feel could be changed.  Different ways to use the credits were discussed as 
was the issue of writing off member credits after a number of years. 

•  
Motion: ‘That the Treasurers Report be accepted.” 
Moved: XXXX, Seconded: XXXX, All in favour. 
Motion Carried 

 
STRATEGIC PLANNING REPORT: 

• Michael Smith presented the Strategic Planning report and Data Analysis of which is a copy of the 
data utilised by Andrew Hunt in discussions with Kevin Howard.  The reports are also a copy of 
previous data used in the Annual Chairmans Report. 

• What the data does indicate is that until August 2020, the RPSBS Ltd income was down 20.6% 
compared to the same period the previous year.  The Expenditure for that period was unchanged. 

• The data and tables were reviewed by all Directors and attendees. 

• Mike Smith re-iterated that which Debra Watson had previously stated, that things will not turnaround 
until state can resume shows, which triggers pony registrations as well as memberships. 

• Mike also stressed the need to investigate strategies on reducing expenditure. 

• Member Rebates and Show Subsidies need to be addressed. 

• Rebates should be reviewed – most states currently have sufficient finances to proceed and we ave 
stressed to the states that they should be running cost neutral events. 

• Mike Smith proposed to postpone the September Rebate to be re-visited in January, this gives us a 
few months and perhaps a few shows will have been run.  This will allow us to review the situation.  
Mike asked for comments. 

• Sandra James agrees as NSW memberships are steady and the State Show is coming up so 
income will begin coming in from NSW.  Sandra would prefer that NSW not prop up the Society.  
Sandra would like to discuss reducing expenditure first.  Robert asked Sandra what other ways she 
thought the RPSBS could cut costs?  Sandra stated that AHSA could reduce/negotiate their cost and 
that Despina Mitrakas could reduce/negotiate her fees. 

• Robert Cockram advised that Victoria memberships were currently down and would be until shows 
start but that, that was normal at this time of the year.  Robert agreed that it was up to the states to 
keep themselves afloat.  Robert pointed out that other states were lucky that their shows were 
starting. States, including Victoria are looking at other was to fundraise, with Victoria discussing a 
Stallion Tender.  Robert pointed out that Tasmania were doing a great job with their shows and 
fundraising considering they are such a small state.  Robert concluded that States needed to be self-
sufficient, particularly this year and that they cannot expect rebates from federal.  We cannot spend 
more money than we get in. 

• Mike Smith proposed to have one on one meetings with each state chair or vice chairs to explain 
why there will be no rebates.  We will explain how else we can assist them to move forward. 
 
Motion: “That the Strategic Planning Report be accepted.” 
Moved: XXXX, Seconded: XXXX.  All in favour. 
Motion Carried 

 
RPSBS REGISTRY AND MEMBERSHIP TENDER 

• Deferred until end of afternoon session to enable Teresa Edwards to leave due to conflict of interest 
with AHSA. 

 
COMPANY SECRETARY/TREASURER HONORARIUM APPOINTMENT: 

• Michael Smith explained to all attendees that Debra Watsons current two-year term was due to be 
renewed.  Since Debra was appointed as book-keeper, the job has increased to include the role of 
Company Secretary and Treasurer. Mike advised all that he was extremely happy with Debra 
Watsons work and that he would be very happy to continue the current honorarium with Debra 
Watson.  Mike asked if everyone was happy for Debra Watson to continue in the role and advised 
that Debra could leave the room if attendees wished to discuss it further in confidence. 
 
Motion: “To continue Debra Watsons current RPSBS Ltd. Secretary/Treasurer Honorarium for 
a further two-year term.” 
Moved: XXXX, Seconded: XXXX.  All in favour. 
Motion Carried 
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PUBLICITY: 

PUBLICITY REPORT 

• Despina Mitrakas’ report was presented.  It contained the following:-   

• Leaderboard – Despina asked: 
o that a decision be made in regard to the running of the Leaderboard Competition so as 

sponsorship could be sought in time. 
o would the Leaderboard keep the same format? 
o would Junior Classes be combined? 
o Will states contribute towards the State Awards? 

 

• The Leaderboard was discussed by all attendees.  It was confirmed that the Leaderboard would 
keep the same format and that classes were not going to be separated or increased 

• Debra Watson asked how the VIC lock-down would affect the running of the Leaderboard?  Mike 
Smith proposes that the Leaderboard be postponed again. Sandra James agrees that we should 
hold off at this time.  Robert Cockram also agrees that we should hold off at this time so that states 
all have an equal opportunity to compete in the Leaderboard. 
 

• RPSBS Annual – Despina reported that: 
o Positive feedback has been received already in regard to the 2020 Annual. 
o Some unsatified that their photos were not included so will emphasise that next year, paying 

for advertising will guarantee publication of your photo. 
o Annual was down approximately $1000 in advertising income, considering covid, bushfires 

and drought.  Expenses were similar to last year. 

• For the 2021 Annual, Despina proposes: 
o To actively promote the ‘members’ gallery for paid inclusion, not for free, perhaps a deal. 
o To cut-back the phot galleries on royals etc and focus on State RPSBS rune events which 

will encourage members to participate at RPSBS Events. 
o To consider allowing non-members, but with correct ownership, to submit and pay to put 

registered riding ponies into the ‘members’ gallery provided the pony is registered. 
o Essentially wanting to increase income from the Annual so ramp up paid galleries which will 

suit owners and riders as opposed to breeders knowing that less people are breeding. 
 

• Robert Cockram would like the State Committees to encourage members to utilise the galleries.  

• Mike and Robert agree that the small fee is a good way for studs to advertise. 

• State run events are a fantastic way to get more members in attendance and push their inclusion in 
the Annual. 

• Board need to strongly consider XXXX request for non-members to be allowed to pay for inclusion.  
Debra Watson suggested charging the non-members a higher fee for inclusion.  XXXX stated that it 
would be unfair to the members that do the right thing to allow non-members to do this.  All agreed.  
XXXX pointed out that is was a ‘Members’ Annual.  This was discussed further.  Consensus was that 
this would not be an option. 

• This discussion changed direction to a similar matter, whereby XXXX brought up changes recently 
made by The AHSA which allow non-members to register, transfer and lease Arabian Derivatives 
and Geldings, on a non-member fee scale.  XXXX clarified the rule change with Teresa Edwards and 
encouraged Andrew Hunt to investigate this for future Editing Committee discussions.  This was 
discussed by all attendees. 

 

• Website: 
o A shopping cart feature has been added to sell printed copies of current and old RPSBS 

Annuals. 
o Despina proposes to contact manufacturers for costings for other various merchandise 

products. 
 

• This is a great initiative and a perfect opportunity to incorporate sales of Merchandise with RPSBS 
Logos.  Teresa Edwards explained a drop box situation whereby no stock is required to be on hand, 
the item is ordered and the order is forwarded directly to the supplier who makes and sends the 
items.  This is another service Despina is offering with no further costs to RPSBS required.  Further 
investigation is definitely worthy. 
 

• Library: 
o Despina has found that the eBooks on our RPSBS Library were made using Flash which is 

now obsolete and no longer supported by current web browsers.  Despina is investigating an 
easy way to convert the existing eBooks for the updated technology. 
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• Horse Deals Advert: 
o Advert coming up requires content.  Shall Despina do a call-out to recent competitors?  Do 

they have to be current members to be included? 
 

• The Annual breakdown of income and expenses reports that that Annual costs are down 
substantially than previous years.  The cost of $10.00 per copy including postage per annual is to be 
noted when membership fees are next reviewed as membership has not increased in over 12 years. 

• Debra Watson would like to gain advertising sales by way of big saddleries, nutrient companies, IRT 
etc.  Mike Smith confirmed that this was in hand by Despina who does follow up with the bigger 
companies and that many advertisers were lost this year due to covid.  Robert agrees that we should 
seek out new advertisers. 

 
MEDALLIONS 

• Teresa Edwards was previously asked to obtain quotes for RPSBS Medallions. A quote has been 
presented from Action Badges in NSW. 

• XXXX asked if there was a need to proceed with a purchase.  XXXX asked for a count from states: 
Qld have 40, Vic have enough on hand for twelve months. 

• It was suggested that the quote be filed at this time as there are no events for some time. 
 
Meeting Adjourned: 10.28am 
Meeting Resumed: 11.00am 
 
POLICY AND GOVERNANCE REVIEWS: 
 
POLICIES AND PROCEDURES REVIEW: 

• Kathryn Thomas presented a powerpoint presentation of her review of the current policies and 
governance.  This has allowed time to review everything from all perspectives and was good to see 
how everything runs as a company registered with ASIC  who has particular responsibilities. 

• Katherines review and comments are recommendations only. 

• The review is for Directors only, is not for publication or to be shared at all. 

• The review and recommendations are in order to simplify and clarify, not to change, but to improve 
the functions of The Society. 

• The Ethics Policy review brought about a re-think about who is responsible and where they fit in the 
Ethics Policy. 

• Often matters become very political, but as a company, the RPSBS Ltd must fulfil company 
responsibilities and work together. 

• Katherine Thomas explained the Ethics Policy and the comparison of Roles of Directors vs. 
Committees. 

• The Corporations Act outlines the Rules and the following matters were explained and/or discussed: 
o Directors duties and responsibilities 
o Care and Diligence 
o Good Faith 
o Not to improperly use your position 
o Not to improperly use information, ie. confidentiality 

Provided that all of these are followed, then The Board functions well. 

• State Committee responsibilities are different.  State Committee Members are not responsible for 
decision making. 

• Katherine explained the changes made to the Policies and Procedures Manual 
o Why Complaints and Dispute Resolutions is in the Policies and Procedures and not it’s 

own document. It is most appropriately where it should be with all other relevant 
Policies.  

o The Complaints and Dispute Resolutions purpose, procedure and the Advisory Panel 
and Appeal Process were all explained.  This will make a good Board. 

• Katherine further explained Complaints and the Law and confirmed that the Board has a right to refer 
complaints. 
Katherine called for input and XXXX referred to the XXXX complaint.  XXXX email was read. XXXX 
could not recall the statement. 

• Katherine Thomas stated that the Board has the responsibility to handle disputes and each member 
has the right to be heard.  On the other hand, the Board cannot refer disputes to the panel if 
unnecessary.  We must be careful not to create platforms for members.  We cannot be spending 
money if there is no genuine complaint. 
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• Every complaint will be given fair review and internal structures are in place to deal with them.  If the 
complaint is severe enough then the complaint will be referred.  We must have faith in our system. 

• Mike Smith ended with stating that the review and recommendations are correct and that when the 
policies and systems are in place then everything shall run smoothly.  There is now one document – 
no individual Ethics or Disputes documents. 

• Robert Cockram thanked all involved with the Review and Recommendations and stated that it is 
now all very clear and that he hopes that all States understand it.  
 
Motion: “That Version 5 of The Policies and Procedures, presented 30th September 2020 be 
approved and adopted.” 
Moved: XXXX, Seconded: XXXX.  All in favour. 
Motion Carried 

 
STATE COMMITTEE STRUCTURE & PROCEDURES POLICY: 

• Katherine Thomas presented a review and recommendations of the State Committee Structure and 
Procedures Policy.  Katherine explained all recommended changes to the policy.  At the conclusion 
of that review, Katherine asked for clarification of ‘co-opted’ committee members. 

• Mike Smith explained that a co-opted committee member was one that was nominated and voted on 
by members but co-opted on by the committee in order to keep committees viable.  Mike suggested 
calling for a meeting of members as was done in NSW recently.  This was discussed by attendees. 

• XXXX reminded all attendees that the Board make the Rules for the betterment of The Society. 
Mike Smith suggested that Katherine put a motion forward in two weeks’ time.  This will allow all 
directors to question and discuss with Katherine  
 

JUDGES POLICY REVIEW: 

• Mike Smith presented the Judges Policy Review and recommended the following changes: 
o Code of Conduct, Guidelines (Run sheet) and Agreement to be removed 
o Add a five year Audit Policy, changing three year requirement to five year 

• The recommendations were explained and discussed by all attendees. 
 

Motion: “That the recommended changes of The Judges Policy, presented 30th September 
2020 be approved and adopted.” 
Moved: XXXX, Seconded: XXXX.  All in favour. 
Motion Carried 

 
ETHICS POLICY, DISCIPLINARY POLICY AND VIDEO CONFERENCING PROTOCOLS REVIEW:  

• Mike Smith re-iterated that: 
o the Ethics Policy was now in the Policies and Procedures Document and’ 
o the Disciplinary Policy was also now in the Policies and Procedures Document. 

• Video Conferencing Protocols are still to be reviewed and discussed. 
 

JUDGES HANDBOOK REVIEW: 

• Michael Smith presented the Judges Handbook Review and recommended the following 
changes/updates: 

o In the Judges Handbook Rules referencing back need to be updated; 
▪ page 20 – Rule 53 should read ‘as per Rule 51’ not 49 and 
▪ page 23 – Rule 90 should read ‘subject to Rule 82’ not 80. 

• Rule 87 pertaining to Stallions at Shows was discussed - should the rule be altered or updated for 
health and safety reasons?  No. 

• It was stated that if these recommendations were implemented, then the Showing Rules and 
Regulations would also require updating accordingly. 

 
Motion: “To approve the proposed recommendations to the Judges Handbook, presented 30th 
September 2020 and to update the Showing Rules and Conditions of Entry accordingly.” 
Moved: XXXX, Seconded: XXXX.  All in favour. 
Motion Carried 

 

• Following these Reviews, XXXX presented the following recommendations: 
o The Board or Board Representative to meet face to face with State Committees for the 

following reasons: 
▪ it is more personable 
▪ questions raised can be answered quickly 
▪ to assist and guide the state committees 

o To develop Guides and Templates for State Committees and future Board of Directors. 
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• XXXX suggests a working meeting to discuss these recommendations. 

• XXXX stated that it was very important to put the Board in the same room as State Committees and 
how important it is to put all of Katherine Thomas’ explanations to those committee members.  That 
will help them realise that this is for their protection and not for RPSBS Ltd to control them. 

• XXXX also stated that Zoom is the perfect platform for this and very cost effective. 

• XXXX said that we are now in the 21st century and need to move forward.  We also need to protect 
the Society whilst help the State Committees. 

• Sandra James invited Katherine Thomas to the NSW State Meeting to explain the Policies and 
changes to the NSW State Committee.  Katherine Thomas advised that there as a working group 
and understands the need for this.  Katherine is happy to work with all State Committee Members. 

• Mike Smith noted that we need to add the Asset Management Policy to the Schedule of Policies. 

• This prompted XXXX to question Ribbons as an asset? 

• Debra Watson explained and answered XXXX question.  Debra Watson also stated that the Asset 
Policy was not only about Assets but necessary for future committees to know what they ‘should’ 
have.  This was discussed further and recent situations in XXXX and XXXX used as reference. 

 
Meeting Adjourned: 1.02pm 
Meeting Resumed: 1.38pm 
 
JUDGE HAPPENINGS: 

• Judge Applications, Extensions and Approvals were presented to the attendees: 
o Judge Applications received: 

▪ XXXX – request for Probationary Period to be extended indefinitely or for 12 
months.  Discussed and it was agreed to extend for 12 months. 

▪ XXXX – applied and more evidence requested 17/9/2020 
o Judge Applications Approved: 

▪ XXXX – Approved and added to Panel 29/7/2020 
▪ XXXX – Approved and added to Panel 17/9/2020 

o Judge Upgrades Requested: 
▪ XXXX – Approved and upgraded on Panel 18/9/2020 

o Judge Resignations received: 
▪ XXXX 
▪ XXXX 
▪ XXXX 

• Mike Smith declared his disappointment in receiving those resignations but understands their 
reasoning.  All resigning Judges were responded to with thanks and gratitude from The Board of 
Directors. 

• A quick discussion was had regarding the judges audit form lodged by XXXX.  Mike Smith put to the 
attendees that the Audit Form be accepted as is and that XXXX remain on the National Panel. 
 
Motion: “To accept and approve the Judge Applications and Upgrades, presented 30th 
September 2020.” 
Moved: XXXX, Seconded: XXXX.  All in favour. 
Motion Carried 
 
Motion: “That all current Probationary Judges be afforded a 12 month extension of their 
probationary period.” 
Moved: XXXX, Seconded: XXXX.  All in favour. 
Motion Carried 
 

JUDGES AUDIT: 

• The Judges Audit Report, including Statistics, outcomes and detailed state judge lists, was 
presented by Teresa Edwards.  Statistics and outcomes presented are as follows:  

 

 

Submitted 
Audit Form 

Submitted 
as % Financial 

Financial 
as % 

Total 
Judges 

NSW 20 36.36% 43 78.18% 55 

QLD 10 40.00% 21 84.00% 25 

SA 8 36.36% 20 90.91% 22 

TAS 2 40.00% 4 80.00% 5 

VIC 22 30.14% 58 79.45% 73 
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WA 7 33.33% 18 85.71% 21 

O/S 0 0.00% 1 100.00% 1 

Totals 69 34.16% 165 81.68% 202 

 
The Judge Audit has found: 

 almost 20% of the judges on the panel are currently unfinancial 

 over 65% of judges failed to submit a Judges Audit Form 

 minor contact details discrepancies on the published Judges List which have been amended. 

 two judges wished to resign via the audit form 

 that a judge that was granted a leave of absence had not been added back to the published 

judges list at the end of the leave period 

• The Judge Audit and Judges current status’ were discussed by the attendees. 

• XXXX proposed that a letter be sent reminding judges of the requirement to be a financial member of 
the RPSBS Ltd and to submit a Judge Audit Form.  Any Judge suffering financial hardship should 
contact the Secretary. 

 
Motion: “That the Judge Audit Report be accepted and all unfinancial judges and/or judges 
without an audit submitted by 31st October will be removed from the panel.” 
Moved: XXXX, Seconded: XXXX.  All in favour. 
Motion Carried 

 
CORRESPONDENCE: 
XXXX correspondence – XXXX State Committee of the RPSBS Ltd . 

• Correspondence read and discussed.   

• XXXX already responded to by XXX and The Secretary. 
 
XXXX correspondence – 

• Discussed previously and to be responded to as noted above and questioned for some clarity of her 
concerns. 

 
Holiday Inn correspondence – update on current situation and new conference kits provided. 

• Quick discussion confirming current deposit being held over for future booking. 
 

Motion: “That the correspondence presented both in and out be accepted.” 
Moved: XXXX, Seconded: XXXX.  All in favour. 
Motion Carried 

 
EDITING: 
 

• Andrew Hunt presented the registration and circumstances pertaining to the registration of XXXX. 

• The registration and details were discussed. 
 
Registration Applications –  

• Andrew Hunt and the staff have worked together to update and possibly simplify Registration 
Applications and these changes were presented to the attendees. 

• Andrew Hunt explained to the attendees that the Equine Vet Association use an app and draw all 
markings on mobile devices.  Andrew enquired how much the apps cost and they are approximately 
$12000 per app.  This is cost prohibitive but further investigation is warranted as electronic reporting 
is much easier, timely and better than written forms. 
 
Motion: “To accept the new and updated Registration Applications with one alteration to the 
height of the microchip field.” 
Moved: XXXX, Seconded: XXXX.  All in favour. 
Motion Carried 
 

 
REPORTS 
All State Reports were presented by their respective Directors and accepted. 
 

Motion: “To accept all State Reports as presented.” 
Moved: XXXX, Seconded XXXX.  All in favour. 
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Motion Carried 
 
GENERAL BUSINESS 
Nil 
 
RPSBS REGISTRY AND MEMBERSHIP TENDER 

• Mike Smith requested that the Secretary, Teresa Edwards leave the room due to conflict of interest 
with AHSA. 

 
No Further Minutes Recorded by The Secretary 
 
Meeting Closed: ……….pm 


